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as warm and funny as your best friends.” —Susan Wiggs, New York
Times bestselling author #1 New York Times bestseller Debbie
Macomber invites readers to an unforgettable Family Affair—a glorious
celebration of heart, love, and laughter, and a delightful flourish of the
Macomber magic that has made her one of the most popular authors in
contemporary romance fiction. A gorgeous new edition of this poignant
love story by the much beloved author of Mrs. Miracle—available for the
first time in over a decade—Family Affair is alive with the charm, wit,
and deep, heartwarming emotion that have become Debbie Macomber
hallmarks.
Christmas In Snowflake Canyon Mar 19 2022 Holiday gifts don’t always
come in expected packages... especially in the town of Hope’s Crossing!
Crossing the Heart of Africa Feb 24 2020 Banff Mountain Book
Awards WINNER The spellbinding true story of retracing the
extraordinary trek of Ewart "the Leopard" Grogan—the legendary British
explorer who, in order to win the woman he loved, attempted to become
the first person to cross Africa In 1898 the dashing British adventurer
Ewart Grogan fell head-over-heels in love—but before he could marry, he
needed the approval of his beloved's skeptical, aristocratic stepfather.
Grogan, seeking to prove his worth and earn his love's hand, then set out
on an epic quest to become the first man to cross the entire length of
Africa, from Cape Town to Cairo, "a feat hitherto thought by many
explorers to be impossible" (New York Times). A little more than a
century later, American journalist Julian Smith also found himself madly
in love with his girlfriend of seven years... but he was terrified by the
prospect of marraige. Inspired by Grogan's story, which he discovered by
chance, Smith decided to face his fears of commitment by retracing the
explorer's amazing—but now forgotten—4,500-mile journey for love and
glory through Africa. Crossing the Heart of Africa is the unforgettable
account of these twin adventures, as Smith beautifully ineterweaves his
own contemporary journey with Grogan's larger-than-life tale of cannibal
attacks, charging elephants, deadly jungles, and romantic triumph.
SOCIETY OF AMERICAN TRAVEL WRITERS WESTERN WRITING
AWARDS WINNER: GOLD PRIZE (TRAVEL) BANFF MOUNTAIN BOOK
COMPETITION WINNER: SPECIAL JURY MENTION AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF JOURNALISTS AND AUTHORS AWARDS BEST-BOOK
WINNER: MEMOIR
Country Bride Nov 15 2021 Woodrose Mountain: Hoping for a quieter
life in Hope's Crossing, physical therapist Evie Blanchard instead finds
herself, despite her better judgment, getting involved with single dad
Brodie Thorne and his injured daughter, Taryn.
A Cold Creek Christmas Story Apr 08 2021 Sparkle In The Snow Leads
To So Much More Celeste Nichols has always preferred to keep to
herself in her hometown of Pine Gulch, Idaho...until she becomes an
instant celebrity! When one of her children's stories becomes a major
success, she's suddenly the talk of the town. Celeste should be gloriously
happy...but something, someone, special is still missing from her life.
Could the return of her childhood crush be the answer? Flynn Delaney
has moved back home for his daughter's sake. Yet all the millionaire's
resources can't help the little girl heal from the tragic loss of her mother.
Shy librarian Celeste and her stories do hold some indefinable magic,
though. Flynn came home looking for support--can he find that, and true
love, in the one who got away?
Bulletin of the United States Geological Survey Sep 13 2021
Blackberry Summer Aug 12 2021 New York Times bestselling author
RaeAnne Thayne brings readers another heartwarming story of
community and romance in Blackberry Summer, the first book in the
Hope’s Crossing series. Claire Bradford needed a wake-up call. What she
didn’t need was a tragic car accident. As a single mom and the owner of

Butcher's Crossing Oct 02 2020 BY THE AUTHOR OF STONER Will
Andrews is no academic. He longs for wildness, freedom, hope and
vigour. He leaves Harvard and sets out for the West to discover a new
way of living. In a small town called Butcher’s Crossing he meets a
hunter with a story of a lost herd of buffalo in a remote Colorado valley,
just waiting to be taken by a team of men brave and crazy enough to find
them. Will makes up his mind to be one of those men, but the journey,
the killing, harsh conditions and sheer hard luck will test his mind and
body to their limits.
Evergreen Springs Feb 06 2021 Overwhelmed widower Cole Barrett
has no energy to spend on Christmas, so he agrees to let Devin Shaw's
patients have access to the hot springs on his land in return for the
physician's help creating a happy holiday for his kids.
Summer at Lake Haven Apr 27 2020 A lakeside summer, a new
beginning… Samantha Fremont has been struggling with the weight of
her mother’s expectations for years. But now that her mother has passed
away, it’s time for Sam to be bold and finally establish the fashion design
business she’s always dreamed of. And the perfect opportunity has fallen
into her lap. Her friend’s getting married and has asked Sam to create
her wedding dress…if only she can avoid the bride’s infuriating brother,
who’s temporarily the boy next door. Ian Summerhill knows a sabbatical
in Haven Point is exactly what he and his children need to recover from
their mother’s death. His romantic relationship with his ex-wife may have
ended years ago, but caring for her throughout her illness broke his
heart. All he wants is to watch his little sister walk down the aisle and to
see his kids smile again. And somehow his lovely new neighbor is
instrumental in both. But as their uneasy truce blossoms into a genuine
friendship and more, Ian has obligations in England he can’t ignore—and
a secret that threatens the fragile trust he and Sam have built. Return to
Hope’s Crossing this Christmas in New York Times bestselling author
RaeAnne Thayne’s latest heartwarming story of matchmaking at the
holidays, All is Bright!
Hope Crossing Sep 01 2020 Hope Crossing…where Ada’s House stands
as a haven for weary souls looking for kindness, faith, and second
chances. The Hope of Refuge Two very different women are pulled by
their strongest desires. Deborah Mast joined the Amish church and longs
to marry her fiancé, but he is changing. Cara Moore is forced to look into
a life that was meant to be hers. Will Ada’s House help them realize their
hearts’ desires or will it force them to accept what life has done to each
of them? The Bridge of Peace Living out her passion for teaching, Lena
Kauffman’s work is suddenly interrupted by a series of pranks and
accidents targeted toward her and her students. When tragedy strikes
her dear friend Grey Graber’s family on school property, the school
board begins to blame her for the trouble. As grief and confusion take
their toll on Grey and Lena’s friendship, they are both forced to face a
new reality that may offer the peace and love they each long for. The
Harvest of Grace Fleeing a terrible mistake, Sylvia Fisher dedicates
herself to saving the failing Blank farm. When prodigal son Aaron
returns, he is surprised by this unusual farmhand who opposes all his
plans. Will Aaron and Sylvia’s unflinching efforts toward opposite futures
mask the bigger picture—a path to forgiveness, grace, and the promise
of love? This three-in-one collection includes the entirety of the bestselling Ada’s House trilogy, now at a new low price!
Wild Iris Ridge Oct 26 2022 While taking care of the Queen Anne home
in Hope's Crossing she inherited from her aunt, Lucy Drake finds herself
drawn to the man she has never been able to forget, Brendan Caine, her
late best friend's husband.
Family Affair Jun 29 2020 “Debbie Macomber writes characters that are
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a successful bead shop, Claire leads a predictable life in Hope’s Crossing,
Colorado. So what if she has no time for romance? At least, that’s what
she tells herself, especially when her best friend’s sexy younger brother
comes back to town as the new chief of police. But when the accident
forces Claire to slow down and lean on others—especially Riley
McKnight—she realizes, for the first time, that things need to change.
And not just in her own life. The accident—and the string of robberies
committed by teenagers that led up to it—is a message to the people of
Hope’s Crossing. The sense of community and togetherness had been
lost during those tough years. But with a mysterious “Angel of Hope”
working to inspire the town, Riley and Claire will find themselves
opening up to love and other possibilities by the end of an extraordinary
summer… Previously published. Check out the rest of the books in the
Hope’s Crossing series: Book 1: Blackberry Summer Book 2: Woodrose
Mountain Book 3: Sweet Laurel Falls Book 4: Currant Creek Valley Book
5: Willowleaf Lane Book 6: Christmas in Snowflake Canyon Book 7: Wild
Iris Ridge
Survey of the Northwestern Boundary of the United States,
1857-1861 Jul 11 2021
Stone Butch Blues Jan 25 2020 Published in 1993, this brave, original
novel is considered to be the finest account ever written of the
complexities of a transgendered existence. Woman or man? Thats the
question that rages like a storm around Jess Goldberg, clouding her life
and her identity. Growing up differently gendered in a blue--collar town
in the 1950s, coming out as a butch in the bars and factories of the
prefeminist 60s, deciding to pass as a man in order to survive when she
is left without work or a community in the early 70s. This powerful,
provocative and deeply moving novel sees Jess coming full circle, she
learns to accept the complexities of being a transgendered person in a
world demanding simple explanations: a he-she emerging whole,
weathering the turbulence.
Miracle Road Dec 04 2020 As their lives come together in Eternity
Springs, Colorado, ex-college basketball coach Lucca Romano and
schoolteacher Hope Montgomery seek to find peace from their own
personal demons.
A New Hope Mar 07 2021 Starting over in a small town after the tragic
loss of her child, florist Ginger Dysart begins working on a big family
wedding before forging a friendship that evolves into something more.
A Cold Creek Christmas Story & Christmas in Cold Creek Jan 05 2021 A
new Cowboys of Cold Creek story from New York Times bestselling
author RaeAnne Thayne! Celeste Nicholas prefers to keep to herself in
her hometown of Pine Gulch, Idaho... That is, until one of her children's
stories becomes a major success. Millionaire Flynn Delaney has moved
back home to help his little girl heal from losing her mother. Celeste
holds some indefinable magic for them both. Can Flynn find a family, and
true love, in the one who got away? Plus, a heartwarming RaeAnne
Thayne favorite from the Cowboys of Cold Creek series, Christmas in
Cold Creek, also included in this book! Rebecca Parsons claims to be a
waitress and a single mother, but she doesn't look the part to Pine Gulch
Police Chief Trace Bowman. Becca will do anything to protect her little
sister from their con-artist mother, but can the sexy cop perform a
holiday miracle?
Highland Hopes Jun 17 2019 Abby Porter is determined to escape the
confines of her mountain home and her strained relationship with her
father.
Bulletin of the United States Geological Survey Oct 14 2021
Woodrose Mountain Sep 25 2022 Seeking a quieter life, physical
therapist Evie Blanchard puts her plans on hold when single dad Brodie
convinces her to help his injured daughter, Taryn, and she finds it hard
to keep an emotional distance from Brodie and Taryn.
Dancing in the Moonlight May 29 2020 Return to Pine Gulch in this
classic tale of love and homecoming by New York Times bestselling
author RaeAnne Thayne! Lieutenant Magdalena Cruz had come home,
but it wasn't the way she'd envisioned her return. And though all she
wanted was to be alone, infuriatingly handsome Dr. Jake Dalton—of the
enemy Daltons—won’t cooperate. And she needs him to, because the
walls around her heart are dangerously close to crumbling every time he
comes near…. Jake has spent most of his life trying to get closer to
Maggie, with little to show for it. But she’s the woman he's always
wanted, and no injury in the world could change that. Now if only he
could convince her that the woman who stood before him was beautiful,
desirable, and meant to be his…. Originally published in 2006
Currant Creek Valley Aug 24 2022 Offered her dream job at an exclusive
restaurant, Alexandra McKnight, who prefers work to play, gets involved
with construction foreman Sam Delgado, who seems like the perfect man
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until he wants more than she is willing to give.
Crossing Wildcat Ridge Jan 17 2022 The author describes how open
heart surgery forced him to contemplate his mortality and led him to a
search for connections with the natural world
Renegade Father Apr 20 2022 “…reading these stories of small-town
life engages the reader's heart and emotions, inspiring hope and the
belief miracles are possible.” - #1 New York Times Bestselling Author
Debbie Macomber Joe Redhawk had a chance to start over, away from
his reputation as an ex-con, away from the only woman he'd ever loved:
his brother s ex-wife—and his own boss. He'd been watching from the
sidelines for too long, wishing she were his for too long… The hard-hewn
Native American was much more than just the best foreman Annie's
ranch had ever had. He was the love of her life…and the father of her
little girl. But if she told him now, after all these years, could they be a
family—or would they lose him forever? Originally published in 2001.
Sweet Laurel Falls Jul 23 2022 Still reeling from the loss of her
youngest daughter, Maura must learn to move forward and let go of the
past when her oldest daughter Sage returns with a secret and Sage's
father, Jackson Lange, comes back into both of their lives.
Once Upon a Mail Order Bride Nov 03 2020 "Linda Broday's heroes
step right out of her books and into your heart."—Jodi Thomas, New York
Times bestselling author An outlaw falls for his mysterious mail order
bride in this sweeping western epic by beloved author Linda Broday.
Accused of crimes he didn't commit, ex-preacher Ridge Steele is forced
to give up everything he knew and make his home with outlaws.
Desperate for someone to confide in, he strikes up correspondence with
mail-order bride Adeline Jancy, finding in her the open heart he's been
searching for. Upon her arrival, Ridge discovers Addie only
communicates through the written word, but he knows a little of what
trauma can do to a person and vows to stand by her side. Addie is eager
to start a new life with the kind ex-preacher and the little boy she's
stolen away from her father—a zealot priest of a terrorized flock. As her
small family settles into life at Hope's Crossing, she even begins to find
the voice, and confidence, she'd lost so long ago. But danger is not far
behind, and her father will not be denied. While Addie desperately fights
the man who destroyed her childhood, a determined Ridge races to the
rescue. The star-crossed lovers will need more than prayers to survive
this final challenge...and find their way back to each other again.
The Cottages On Silver Beach (Haven Point, Book 8) Jun 10 2021
Years after betraying her, he’s back in Haven Point...and ready to learn
the truth
Close to the Ridge May 09 2021 Climb the mountain so you can see the
world, not so the world can see you. In the end, all I learned was how to
be strong. Alone. Lincoln is a former Navy Seal, hiding away in the
mountains in Oregon. He wants to live his life away from people. He's
happy on his own, preferring the peace and quiet. Yet, the demons from
his past still haunt him... One day out, he comes across Pearl—a young
woman is on a solo hiking adventure—who injures herself badly and
needs his help. Her injury and a snow storm force her to hole up with
him in his tiny cabin. Things heat up between them, but he never reveals
who he really is and why he lives on his own. Can Lincoln control his
desire or will he allow the ghosts of the past to catch up with him?
Mountain Millionaire Series Close to the Ridge Crossing the Bluff
Climbing the Mount
Willowleaf Lane Jun 22 2022 Candy shop owner Charlotte Caine doesn't
trust the sweet new demeanor of ex-flame Spencer Gregory when he
rolls back into town, and wonders if she can ever get past the hurt he
caused her in high school in order to appreciate this new, remade man.
Original.
Blue Ridge Babies 1, 2, 3 Nov 22 2019 Explore the Blue Ridge
Mountains, a part of the Appalachian range that teems with fascinating
plant and wildlife, through the memorable frame of the engaging folk
song “Over in the Meadow.” Amongst budding dogwood trees, crooked
creeks, mountains fading to heaven, and other stunning settings, animal
mothers and their young all play a part in the great wide wilderness.
Count the babies on every page: one fawn hides while two bear cubs
forage, three cardinal fledglings fly and four owlets hoot, all the way up
to ten salamander efts and one last expansive view of a unique American
region. This traditional tune made new and paired with gorgeous, lushly
illustrated creatures and environments will have kids counting, singing,
and totally awed by the natural world.
A Little Bit Country: A Little Bit Country / Blackberry Summer (Hope's
Crossing) Feb 18 2022 www.RaeAnneThayne.com
www.DebbieMacomber.com
Affordable Excellence Jul 19 2019 "Today Singapore ranks sixth in the
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world in healthcare outcomes well ahead of many developed countries,
including the United States. The results are all the more significant as
Singapore spends less on healthcare than any other high-income country,
both as measured by fraction of the Gross Domestic Product spent on
health and by costs per person. Singapore achieves these results at less
than one-fourth the cost of healthcare in the United States and about half
that of Western European countries. Government leaders, presidents and
prime ministers, finance ministers and ministers of health, policymakers
in congress and parliament, public health officials responsible for
healthcare systems planning, finance and operations, as well as those
working on healthcare issues in universities and think-tanks should know
how this system works to achieve affordable excellence."--Publisher's
website.
Snow Angel Cove Mar 27 2020 When tech genius Aidan Caine, after
almost running her over with his car, offers her a job, Eliza Hayward,
while renovating his lakeside guest lodge, finds her Christmas cheer
restored as they embark on an unexpected yuletide romance. Original.
Hope's Crossing Collection Volume 2 Dec 24 2019 New York Times
bestselling author RaeAnne Thayne’s Hope Crossing series has all the
warmth and hopefulness her fans have come to love. Enjoy books 5-7 in a
collection for the first time! Willowleaf Lane Candy shop owner Charlotte
Caine knows temptation. But willpower doesn’t come so easily when hellraiser Spencer Gregory comes back to Hope’s Crossing, bringing with
him memories of broken promises and teen angst. Now everything about
Spencer’s new-and-improved lifestyle, from his mission to build a rehab
facility for injured veterans to his clear devotion to his preteen daughter,
Peyton, touches Charlotte’s heart. Holding on to past hurt is her only
protection against falling for him—again. But if she takes the risk, will
she find in Spencer a hometown heartbreaker, or the hero she’s always
wanted? Christmas in Snowflake Canyon No one has ever felt sorry for
Genevieve Beaumont. She had everything money could buy until she
discovered her fiancé two-timing her. Now, she’s left with two choices:
marry the philanderer to please her father or find a means to support
herself. The last thing Dylan Caine needs is a spoiled socialite learning
about the real world for the first time, even if she has unexpected depths.
But he knows he could never be the man she needs and she knows he
could never be the man she wants. So why are they hoping that a
Christmas miracle will prove them both wrong? Wild Iris Ridge Lucy
Drake and Brendan Caine have only one thing in common. And it’s likely
to tear them apart. Because it was Brendan’s late wife, Jessie—and
Lucy’s best friend—who’d brought them together in the first place. And
since Jessie’s passing, Brendan’s been distracted by his two little
ones…and the memory of an explosive kiss with Lucy years before his
marriage. Now that Lucy’s back in Hope’s Crossing, she figures seeing
Brendan Caine again is no big deal. After all, she’d managed to resist the
handsome fire chief once before, but clearly the embers of their
attraction are still smoldering….
The Hope Chest Oct 22 2019 A perfect Common Core tie-in, The Hope
Chest includes nonfiction backmatter with period photographs, historical
notes about the suffrage movement, and a Voting in America timeline.
It's also a New York State Curriculum title for fourth grade. Eleven-yearold Violet has one goal in mind when she runs away from home: to find
her sister, Chloe. Violet’s parents said Chloe had turned into the Wrong
Sort of Person, but Violet knew better. The only problem is that Chloe’s
not in New York anymore. She's moved on to Tennesee where she's
fighting for the right of women to vote. As Violet's journey grows longer,
her single-minded pursuit of reuniting with her sister changes. Before
long she is standing side-by-side with her new friends—suffragists,
socialists, and colored people—the type of people whom her parents
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would not approve. But if Violet’s becoming the Wrong Sort of Person,
why does it feel just right? This stirring depiction of the very end of the
women's suffrage battle in America is sure to please readers who like
their historical fiction fast-paced and action-packed. American Girls fans
will fall hard for Violet and her less-than-proper friends.
Snow Angel Cove Dec 16 2021 ‘A rising star in the romance world.’
bestselling author Debbie Macomber The first book in the New York
Times bestselling author RaeAnne Thayne’s Haven Point series.
Z for Zachariah Sep 20 2019 Believing herself to be the only survivor of
a nuclear war, Ann Burden greets a wandering stranger with excitement
and suspicion. An ALA Notable Book & ALA Best Book for Young Adults.
Reprint.
THE GREAT GATSBY Aug 20 2019 THE GREAT GATSBY BY F. SCOTT
FITZGERALD Key features of this book: * Unabridged with 100% of it’s
original content * Available in multiple formats: eBook, original
paperback, large print paperback and hardcover * Easy-to-read 12 pt.
font size * Proper paragraph formatting with Indented first lines, 1.25
Line Spacing and Justified Paragraphs * Properly formatted for
aesthetics and ease of reading. * Custom Table of Contents and Design
elements for each chapter * The Copyright page has been placed at the
end of the book, as to not impede the content and flow of the book.
Original publication: 1925 The Great Gatsby - The story of the
mysteriously wealthy Jay Gatsby and his love for the beautiful Daisy
Buchanan, This book is F. Scott Fitzgerald’s third book and stands as the
supreme achievement of his career. First published in 1925, this classic
novel of the Jazz Age has been acclaimed by generations of readers
which depicts the life of lavish parties on Long Island is an exquisitely
crafted tale of America in the 1920s. This book is great for schools,
teachers and students or for the casual reader, and makes a wonderful
addition to any classic literary library At Pure Snow Publishing we have
taken the time and care into formatting this book to make it the best
possible reading experience. We specialize in publishing classic books
and have been publishing books since 2014. We now have over 500 book
listings available for purchase. Enjoy!
The Cottage on Juniper Ridge May 21 2022 Jen Heath hopes to find
the simple life at her rented cottage on Juniper Ridge in Icicle Falls, but
she gets into a complicated relationship with her sexy landlord, Garrett
Armstrong. Original.
Woodrose Mountain Jul 31 2020 "Plenty of tenderness and Colorado
sunshine flavor [make] this a pleasant escape." —Publishers Weekly
Hope's Crossing is still reeling from a devastating accident, but one
occupational therapist may be exactly what the town needs… Evie
Blanchard was at the top of her field. But when burnout forces her to
walk away from her job as a pediatric occupational therapist, she moves
from Los Angeles to Hope's Crossing seeking a quieter life. So the last
thing she needs is to get involved with the handsome, arrogant Brodie
Thorne and his injured daughter, Taryn. A self-made man and single dad,
Brodie will do anything to get Taryn the rehabilitation she needs…even if
it means convincing Evie to move in with them. And despite her vow to
keep an emotional distance, Evie can't help but be moved by Taryn's
spirit or Brodie's determination to win Evie's support—and her heart.
With laughter, courage and more than a little help from the kindhearted
people of Hope's Crossing, Taryn may get the healing she deserves—and
Evie and Brodie might just find a love they never knew could exist.
Hope's Crossing Book 1: Blackberry Summer Book 2: Woodrose
Mountain Book 3: Sweet Laurel Falls Book 4: Currant Creek Valley Book
5: Willowleaf Lane Book 6: Christmas in Snowflake Canyon Book 7: Wild
Iris Ridge
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